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Equipment tables
For particularly heavy equipment

An extra-strong solution for storing and transferring heavy equipment.
The desk´s reinforced structures make it extremely sturdy in all directions.
Special castors make it stable and enable it to be moved, for example during
the maintenance of the device it is carrying.
The simple design makes it easy to clean.
The under-desk furniture can be fitted onto the desk frame, off the floor. This
solution allows furniture to be moved horizontally to any location under the
desk. The furniture can also be removed and placed under another desk easily.
Like all our workbenches, this desk is also available with electrical height
adjustment. See more information about electric desks here.
For Standard solutions we have selected high-quality and most commonly used
options in terms of dimensions and materials.
Custom solutions are always tailored to the customer´s needs.

Standard

Description Product code and standard depth
[mm] Width [mm] Height, mm

VISU equipment table RHE-W-600-H 500-2100 750/900

RHE-W-800-H 500-2100 750/900

VISU equipment table, electric
height adjustment RLE-W-600-S 600-2100 Adjustment range from 670 to

1320

RLE-W-800-S 600-2100 Adjustment range from 670 to
1320

Vibration dampened equipment
table RHV-W-600-H 500-2100 750/900

RHV-W-800-H 500-2100 750/900

Note. The figures in the table indicate the worktop dimensions.

Custom

In addition to Standard solutions, we also implement workstations according to customer´s wishes. In Custom solutions, dimensions,
materials and equipment are completely up to the customer.

https://visu.fi/en/tuotteet/laboratory-furniture/workstations/electric-table/for-laboratories-and-hospitals/
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Feel free to contact our experts and we will find suitable solutions together!

Features

Installation Free-standing on the floor, adjustable pads as standard.

Load-bearing capacity Fixed height (RHE and RHV):
Recommended load capacity 400kg/table. Bigger capacities are also possible as needed.

Electric height adjustment (RLE):
240 kg/table, or more as needed.

Frame 40x40mm H-frame, material powder coated steel. Also available in stainless steel.

Worktop Our collection offers a number of options for worktop material. Read more information under worktop
materials.

Castors The furniture can be equipped with special castors that also act as fully lockable adjustable legs.

By order
Shelf under the desk and other under-desk furniture. Sockets under the desk, wired plug connection. 2
sockets per starting width of 800mm. 1pc cord basket. 1 piece of cable grommets on the rear edge of
the worktop per 2 sockets.

https://visu.fi/en/tuotteet/laboratory-furniture/workstations/frame-models/
https://visu.fi/en/tuotteet/laboratory-furniture/worktops-and-worktops-with-sinks/worktop-materials/
https://visu.fi/en/tuotteet/laboratory-furniture/worktops-and-worktops-with-sinks/worktop-materials/

